How to differentiate the authentic and counterfeit One 2 Mini
PCB Backplate

Authentic

Fake

Spacebar LED gap centered

Spacebar LED gap NOT centered
PBT Doubleshot **Seamless** keycaps

- **Authentic**
  - Seamless / Perfect
  - Complete font

- **Fake**
  - Seam / Imperfect
  - Non-complete font
Switch Stabilizer

Authentic

Fake

Stabilizer install direction ↑

Stabilizer install direction ↓
Product Box

Authentic

Fake

Stripe direction: T-V

Stripe direction ←→
Zodiac Spacebar

- Laser engraved
- Authentic
- Fake
- Smooth surface without Laser engraved
Extra Keys

Authentic

Fake

Font thickness
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